shown either at the identical view or at a different view.
arately for each experiment). This ROI fell on the temporal-occipital boundary of the fusiform gyrus and was An initial behavioral experiment (Experiment 1) demonthus termed the ventral temporal-occipital area (vTO). strated that the changes in viewpoint that were used in There was also a region of parietal cortex that produced Experiments 2 and 3 did not produce a cost in terms of more activation to intact than scrambled objects, and the time to match two objects. The viewpoint change it is illustrated best in the dorsal views of the brain shown was designed to not foreshorten the axis of elongation in Figures 2 and 3. We defined a dorsal ROI as a 350 of the objects, and to limit self-occlusion of object parts. mm 2 area of cortical surface surrounding the focus of To examine the generality of any differences that we highest statistical reliability within the posterior parietal found between the ventral and dorsal object areas, in cortex, again from the grouped data, separately for each Experiment 2 we used both common and novel objects experiment. As was the case in previous studies of ob- (Figure 1 ). The use of these two object types was ject-selective activation within the parietal cortex ( . In Experiment 2, we found an was within the caudal part of the intraparietal sulcus unexpected order effect that indicated a possible adap-(cIPS). It should be noted that the position of area vTO tation to object orientation, in addition to the main primin Experiment 2 was 1.4 cm anterior to its position in ing effect based on object identity. Experiment 3 was Experiment 3, not a negligible difference. This effect designed to control for the order effect, but at the same seems to be entirely due to individual differences betime allowed us to evaluate the magnitude of the possitween the subjects used in Experiments 2 and 3 and ble adaptation to orientation that occurred in Experiment possibly exaggerated by the use of a fixed-effects statis-2. Experiment 3 used only common objects because tical design. there were no differences in the pattern of activation Having defined two regions of interest for each experiproduced by the common and novel objects in Experiment, we then measured the effect of viewpoint on primment 2.
ing-related changes in activation across these ROIs. These data are summarized in Figure 4 and presented Results in detail in Figure 5 . Data represent right hemisphere activation, which was not significantly different from left Experiment 1 was a purely behavioral experiment that hemisphere activation. Figure 4A shows the activation was designed to evaluate the effects of the viewpoint produced by the rotated primed views as a percentage change used in Experiments 2 and 3. Subjects (n ϭ of the initial (new) presentation of each object, using the 19) performed a sequential matching task on pairs of activation produced by the identical primed views as a objects that were presented in either the same or differbaseline. This measure reflects the amount of viewpoint ent views. Examples of the changes in viewpoint are specificity exhibited by a region. In area cIPS, the pershown in Figure 1A . Only the common objects were centages are high, indicating that the activation with used in this experiment. As Figure 1B illustrates, there rotated objects in this region is similar in magnitude to were no significant differences in response time or accuthe activation with the new objects. In area vTO, howracy between identical and rotated views of the objects ever, the percentages are low, indicating that the activafor the sequential matching task. (t (18) ϭ 0.87, ns; t (18) ϭ tion with rotated objects in this region is similar in magni-0.81, ns).
tude to the activation with the identical objects. Experiments 2 and 3 used two separate groups of The design of Experiment 3 was more robust than subjects (n ϭ 8 and n ϭ 6). In both experiments, subjects that of Experiment 2, because the order of the rotated viewed both intact objects and scrambled versions of and identical repeated conditions was counterbalanced those same objects. Object-selective regions of the and because all of the relevant conditions were collected brain were localized separately for each experiment by within the same functional run. As Figure 4C shows, comparing the activation produced while viewing intact order effects that were present in Experiment 2 were objects with the activation produced while viewing greatly diminished in Experiment 3, such that they could scrambled objects (Figures 2 and 3) . The region of occipnot be contributing to the hypothesized priming effects. ital cortex that produced more activation to intact than For Experiment 3, both areas vTO and cIPS showed scrambled objects is illustrated best in the ventral views significant priming effects, with the initial presentation of the brain shown in Figures 2 and 3 . This large ventral of the objects producing more activation than later preoccipito-temporal region has been termed the lateral sentations of identical views of the objects (t (5) ϭ 2.95, occipital complex (LOC) (Grill-Spector et al., 2000; Map Ͻ 0.05; t (5) ϭ 2.78, p Ͻ 0.05). In contrast, area vTO, lach et al., 1995) and consists of several functionally but not area cIPS, showed a reduction in activation when distinct sub-regions (Grill-Spector et al., 1998). Thus, rotated images of the objects were presented (t (5) ϭ 2.38, because the LOC is thought to be functionally heterogep Ͻ 0.05). In fact, the later presentation of the rotated neous, we defined a region of interest (ROI) within the views produced significantly more activation than the LOC that was relatively small but was highly correlated later presentation of the identical views in area cIPS with the presentation of intact objects. We reasoned (t (5) ϭ 2.39, p Ͻ 0.05), but not in area vTO. Although that a small and highly active ROI would be less likely Experiment 2 used a less robust design than Experiment to include more than one functionally distinct region.
3, the pattern of results in Experiment 2 was the same We defined our ventral ROI as a 350 mm 2 area of as that of Experiment 3 (Table 1) . This is further demoncortical surface surrounding the focus of highest statististrated by the results of a three-way analysis of variance that showed a significant interaction between priming cal reliability within the LOC from the grouped data (sep- Each run began with 27 s of fixation and was followed by stimulus presentation blocks of 12 stimuli each. These stimulus blocks alternated between presenting intact objects and scrambled objects. The 12 objects that were presented in the first intact object block (A-30Њ) of a run were different from the 12 objects presented during the second intact object block (B-30Њ). The objects that were presented during the third and fourth intact object blocks (A-330Њ, B-330Њ) were the same objects that were presented in the first and second intact object blocks (A-30Њ, B-30Њ), but were rotated 60Њ in depth. Every stimulus was presented for 2.25 s, resulting in a total presentation time of 27 s for each entire block. The sets of objects that were presented in the second run were identical to those presented in the first run. In Experiment 3, images of objects were presented to subjects in a single run. It began and ended with 18 s of fixation; between which, there were stimulus presentation blocks of 12 stimuli each. These stimulus blocks alternated between presenting intact objects and scrambled objects. The 12 objects that were presented in the first intact object block (A-30Њ) of a run were different from the 12 objects presented during the fourth intact object block (B-150Њ). The objects that were presented during the third and fifth intact object blocks (A-330Њ, B-210Њ) were the same objects that were presented in the first and fourth intact object blocks (A-30Њ, B-150Њ), but were rotated 60Њ in depth. The images that were presented during the second and sixth intact object blocks (A-30Њ, B-150Њ) were the identical images that were presented in the first and fourth intact object blocks. Every stimulus was presented for 1.5 s, resulting in a total presentation time of 18 s for each block. In Experiment 2, both novel and common objects were 2, such that the initial presentation of object set B resulted in significantly lower activation than the initial used. The novel objects were not used in Experiment 3 because, in Experiment 2, they produced the same basic presentation of object set A in area cIPS (t (7) ϭ 2.72, p Ͻ 0.05), but not in area vTO (t (7) ϭ 1.25, ns). Despite this pattern of activation as the common objects ( Figure 5) ; that is, there were no interactions between familiarity difference, however, there was only a nonsignificant trend for the order effect for area cIPS to be larger and either priming condition (F (2,6) ϭ 2.17, ns) or ROI (F (1,7) ϭ 2.25, ns), and no three-way interaction (F (2,6) ϭ than for area vTO (t (7) ϭ 2.09, p Ͻ 0.10). There were no significant order effects in Experiment 3 in which the 0.74, ns).
As Figure 1A illustrates, two subsets of objects (A and orientation of the test objects was changed between object set A and object set B. B) were used in Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiment 2, images from these two object sets were presented at the same two viewpoints (30Њ and 330Њ). In Experiment Discussion 3, images from the two object sets were presented at different viewpoints (set A, 30Њ and 330Њ; set B, 150Њ and When subjects viewed objects that had been previously presented to them, the vTO an object-selective region 210Њ). This difference in the protocols of Experiments 2 and 3 allowed us to evaluate the magnitude of the apparin the ventral stream and part of the LOC, showed the same reduction in activation with rotated images of ent adaptation to orientation (independent of object identity) that occurred in Experiment 2. Figure 4C shows those objects as it showed with identical images. In other words, the observed priming effects on activity in the mean difference in activation for both experiments between the initial presentation of object set A and the area vTO were invariant with respect to these rotations in depth. This was not true for area cIPS, a region in the initial presentation of object set B, where object set B was always the set of objects that was presented secputative human homolog of the dorsal stream. Objectrelated activation in this posterior parietal region was ond. In other words, the vertical axis in Figure 4C measures the size of any order effects that were present in reduced only when identical images were presented to the subject. That is, rotated images were treated as new the activation produced in the two regions for the two experiments. There was an order effect in Experiment objects. Object set A was defined as the set of objects that was presented first to the subject; however the identity of these objects was counterbalanced. New objects represent the initial presentation of an object, identical objects represent a repeated presentation at the same viewpoint, and rotated objects represent a repeated presentation at a different viewpoint.
showing the same reduction in amplitude that has been change that showed no effect in our behavioral task (Experiment 1). Although we cannot make a strong claim about the relationship between the fMRI data and the illustrates, when our vTO ROI was made larger to include behavioral data, because the behavioral data were not all of the LOC, the pattern of activation was similar to collected at the same time that the fMRI data were, that seen by Grill-Spector et al. in Experiments 2 and 3 was negligible. Thus, it is not objects; the nonsense objects produced no evidence surprising that area vTO, which is thought to be a major of priming whatsoever in the fusiform gyrus or in the component of the ventral stream, treats the same object posterior parietal cortex. Again, this result contrasts with seen from different viewpoints as identical. In other ours in that we found that the presentation of common words, area vTO showed evidence of repetition priming objects and novel objects resulted in similar patterns of even when the object was presented from a viewpoint priming in both areas vTO and cIPS. In the Vuilleumier that was quite different from that used in the original et al. (2002) study then, subjects seemed to be propresentation, but was still easily identifiable. cessing the common and nonsense objects quite differObject processing in the dorsal pathway, which plays ently, whereas in our study, the subjects, who were a critical role in the visual control of skilled actions like not required to make any decision about the objects, grasping, is likely to be quite viewpoint-dependent. The appeared to treat both sets of objects in much the same same object presented from different viewpoints will way. It is possible, therefore, that in the Vuilleumier et al.
often demand quite different hand postures during (2002) experiment right and left hemisphere processes grasping. Thus, one might expect that object-related were recruited differentially to perform the object deciactivity in dorsal stream areas would not differentiate sion task. In fact, there is additional evidence for this in between a new object and a rotated image of an object their experiment: only the right posterior parietal cortex that had been presented earlier. This is what happened (in an area corresponding to our area cIPS) showed in area cIPS, an area that is thought to be homologous significant priming with identical images of objects, a with a region in the monkey cerebral cortex that has result which is different from the bilateral activation that been implicated in the analysis of the three-dimensional we and others have observed using a paradigm that did structure of objects ( 
, 1997). Moreover, as was
For both kinds of objects, there was a reduction in obmentioned above, the object-related activation in this ject-related activation when subjects viewed objects that were identical to those they had seen earlier, alregion is modulated by repetition priming, typically though the magnitude of the effect was attenuated Nevertheless, the results of the present study reveal slightly with novel objects. Moreover, the difference in a clear difference between the effects of priming on the activation in areas vTO and cIPS with rotated images activation in areas vTO and cIPS. Priming in area vTO was essentially the same for common and novel objects.
showed generalization across viewpoints, responding At least one other study has also found that repetition similarly to identical and rotated images of the objects priming with novel and common objects produced simipresented earlier. Despite having data for only the 60Њ rotation, our results classified at the subordinate level and that were very suggest that there is a fundamental difference in the similar in their appearance (faces or nonsense objects "tuning" functions of these two regions for object viewwith similar surface or geometrical properties). There is point. Clearly, more work is needed to fully characterize evidence from both behavioral and neuroimaging studthese tuning functions, but the results of our study sugies that the processes underlying basic-level categorizagest that the function is more broadly tuned in area vTO tion and subordinate-level categorization are quite difthan in area cIPS. This difference in the tuning functions ferent (Gauthier et al., 1997; Gauthier and Tarr, 1997).
probably reflects the respective roles of the two areas What makes the novel stimuli in the present study differin visual processing. Area vTO is part of the ventral ent from others is that they varied considerably in their stream of visual processing, a network dedicated to the surface features and geometry. Indeed, they were deperception and recognition of objects. Therefore, this signed to match (in size, texture, and number of parts) area would be expected to show broad generalization the set of common objects, which could be discrimiacross viewpoints. Area cIPS is part of the dorsal stream nated at the basic level of categorization and which of visual processing, a network mediating the visualwere very dissimilar in their appearance. motor transformations required for object-directed acFinally, the only difference in the pattern of results tion. This area would be expected to be quite sensitive between the two fMRI experiments was the presence to changes in object viewpoint, and perhaps especially of a significant order effect in Experiment 2 but not sensitive when the viewpoint change necessitates a Experiment 3. That is, in Experiment 2, the initial presenchange in the grasping action that is directed at the tation of object set A produced more activation in area object. cIPS than did the initial presentation of object set B. These two sets of objects were presented from the same Experimental Procedures viewpoints in Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 3. The reduction in activation that occurred in Experiment Subjects 2, therefore, could be interpreted as an adaptation to Nineteen subjects participated in Experiment 1, eight subjects participated in Experiment 2, and six subjects participated in Experiobject orientation independent of object identity. There ment 3. All subjects were right-handed, reported normal or corwas a suggestion that this "orientation priming" effect rected-to-normal visual acuity, and had no known neurological or was larger in area cIPS-the area we have implicated rather than priming effects.
The 24 objects were chosen such that no two objects would be An alternative conclusion based on our data is that into 2304 squares in a 48 ϫ 48 grid pattern. These squares were noux, 1988). Functional volumes for each subject underwent 3D motion correction, 3D spatial frequency filtering with a frequency then randomly exchanged within each image. A similarity index (correlation of image intensity) was calculated on a subset of the objects.
window between 2 and 24 cycles, and temporal frequency filtering with a frequency window between 2 and 60 cycles. These preproBetween the 30Њ and 330Њ views, the average correlation was 0.11; between the 150Њ and 210Њ views, the average correlation was 0.15; cessed functional volumes were aligned to the transformed anatomical volumes, thereby transforming the functional data into a common and between the 30Њ view and the scrambled image, the average correlation was 0.00. brain space across subjects. The imaging data were analyzed using the Brain Voyager multiFor Experiment 1, images were presented on a computer monitor 57 cm in front of the subject and the objects subtended between study GLM (general linear model) procedure. This procedure allows the correlation of predictor variables or functions with the recorded 1.5Њ and 2.7Њ of visual angle. For Experiments 2 and 3, images were rear projected onto a screen that straddled the subject's waist while activation data (criterion variables) across scanning sessions. A fixed-effects model was used. The predictor functions that were they lay supine in the fMRI scanner. Subjects were able to view the back projection screen through a mirror that was suspended from used were a series of ␥ functions (⌬ ϭ 2.5, ϭ 1.25) spaced in time based on the blocked stimulus presentation paradigm for the the top of the head coil. Total viewing distance was 75 cm and the objects subtended between 2.0Њ and 3.5Њ of visual angle depending particular run being analyzed (Figure 1) . The data from the two separate runs in Experiment 1 were standardized using the initial on the length and orientation of the object's principal axis of elongation. fixation period as a reference. Percent signal change scores were calculated using the scrambled object blocks as the baseline for Experiment 2 and using the fixation blocks as the baseline for ExperiStimulus Presentation ment 3. Hemodynamic shifts were calculated separately for each In Experiment 1, subjects performed a sequential matching task. subject, with 13 subjects requiring a shift of three images (6 s) and Events occurred in the following order: fixation cross (750 ms), sam-1 subject requiring a shift of two images (4 s). ple stimulus (1200 ms), mask (250 ms), and match stimulus (until response). Subjects were instructed to press one of two buttons indicating whether the pair of objects was the same or different, Acknowledgments regardless of their orientation.
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